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Abstract

Over the past years, several fast reconstruction algorithms based on reduced models have been
proposed to address the state estimation problem of approximating an unknown function u of a
Hilbert space V from measurement observations. Most strategies are however based on linear map-
pings where the reduced model is built a priori and independently of the observation space and the
measurements. In this work we explore some nonlinear extensions that take these elements into
account in the construction of the basis. The methodology is applied to the reconstruction of 3D
blood flows from Doppler ultrasound images. The example not only shows the good performance of
the nonlinear methods, but it also illustrates the potential of the methodology in medicine as tool
to process and interpret data in a systematic manner which could help to build more robust and
individualized diagnostics.

1 Introduction

In the field of medicine, modern diagnostics, therapy optimisation and decisions are based on relevant
quantities of interest (QoI) which are very often estimated from data produced by measurement
devices. Nowadays, one of the most common measuring technique is medical imaging, which has
the advantage of being non-invasive for the patients. The rapid progress in image processing over
the last decades has led to an increasing quantity and quality of the available data and the ability
to process, interpret and use them in a systematic way has become a key objective in order to
build more robust and individualized diagnostics. However, methods that are solely relying on data
present certain shortcomings since in some cases it is difficult to relate the measurements with the
desired QoI. This is due to several reasons. First, the nature of the device may not allow to measure
directly the desired QoI and may require a complex post-processing to obtain an estimate of it. Note
however that the available data could be used differently to estimate other QoI that have so far never
been considered by medical doctors simply because the amount of information was not available in
the past. Second, there could be morphological constraints that prevent from measuring at specific
locations. One last obstruction comes when the desired QoI is a prediction, a forecast ahead in time,
requiring a specific treatment to infer it.

In this context, this paper is a contribution to connect in a systematic manner data with classical
QoI and also to build other types of outputs that could be useful for more individualized diagnostics.
We propose to use reduced models of parametrized PDEs to make this link in a fast and reliable
manner. To illustrate our methodology, we concentrate on the task of reconstructing in real-time 3D
fields for which we are only given partial information coming in the form of images. The particular
application that we address is the rapid reconstruction of the full 3D blood flow velocity field in an
artery from Doppler ultrasound images taken on a restricted portion of the artery. This application
could be useful, for instance, as an additional tool during medical examinations of patients presenting
risks of stenosis in parts that are out of reach for the imaging device due to morphological constraints.
We illustrate that we can reconstruct not only the whole velocity at every point, but also that the
method can produce novel QoI that could be of interest for diagnostics.

Mathematically, the reconstruction of the blood velocity field can be seen as a state estimation
problem where we have to recover an unknown function u from a certain Hilbert space V from
the knowledge of measurement observations. There exist numerous methods to address this general
problem in the fields of data assimilation and inverse problems (see [1, 2, 3] for extensive surveys).
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In our case, contrary to classical inverse problem approaches where one seeks for the parameters of
the PDE that best satisfy the measurements, we use the PDE models to learn fast reconstruction
mappings which satisfy certain optimality properties. The high dimensionality of the problems that
arise require the use of compression strategies which, in our case, are based on the model reduction
of parametrized PDEs. The problem of state estimation using reduced modelling has attracted
considerable attention in the last decade, see [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Our starting point is
the Parametrized Background Data-Weak originally introduced in [13]. The method consists in a
linear mapping which is built from a least squares fit between the measurements and a given reduced
space. Like in most of the other approaches, the reduced space in PBDW is chosen a priori and
independently of the measurements. In this paper, we introduce and compare several possible ways
of constructing data-driven reduced models that yield to nonlinear reconstruction mappings. We
show for the example of the artery that our proposed nonlinear reconstructions perform better than
the classical linear method in terms of the reconstruction error.

The paper is organized as follows, in section 2 we describe mathematically what we understand
by state estimation problems and reconstruction algorithms (section 2.1). We discuss what is known
about optimal algorithms and justify the use of PBDW as a suboptimal yet good reconstruction
method (section 2.2). We next introduce several nonlinear versions of PBDW that take into account
the measurements in the reduced basis construction (section 2.3). We do a simple error analysis in
order to explain the main mechanisms justifying the superiority of the nonlinear methods. We note
that one of the nonlinear algorithms has first been proposed in [14]. We next apply the methodology
to the reconstruction of 3D blood flows from Doppler images (section 3). The example is synthetic in
the sense that the Doppler images have been synthetically generated. We build our reduced models
upon a parametric Navier-Stokes PDE which is explained in section 3.1. Section 3.2 gives some
details on Doppler ultrasound imaging and the way in which we have incorporated them to our
methodology. Finally, sections 3.3 and 3.4 present numerical results in two examples. The results
illustrate the superiority of the nonlinear reconstruction algorithms. In addition to this, our second
example also shows that the method can be used to estimate quantities of interest which could be
helpful in blockage detection.

2 Reconstruction methods

2.1 State estimation and recovery algorithms

Let Ω be a domain of Rd for a given dimension d ≥ 1 and let V be a Hilbert space defined over Ω,
with inner product 〈·, ·〉 and norm ‖ · ‖. Our goal is to recover an unknown function u ∈ V from m
measurement observations

ℓi(u), i = 1, . . . ,m, (2.1)

where the ℓi are linearly independent linear forms over V . Each ℓi models a sensor device which is
used to collect the measurement data ℓi(u). The Riesz representers of the ℓi are denoted by ωi and
span an m-dimensional space

Wm = span{ω1, . . . , ωm} ⊂ V.

The observations ℓ1(u), . . . , ℓm(u) are thus equivalent to knowing the orthogonal projection

ω = PWmu. (2.2)

In this setting, the task of recovering u from the measurement observation ω can be viewed as
building a recovery algorithm

A : Wm 7→ V

such that A(PWmu) is a good approximation of u in the sense that ‖u−A(PWmu)‖ is small.
Recovering u from the measurements PWmu is a very ill-posed problem since there are infinitely

many v ∈ V such that PWmv = w. It is thus necessary to add some a priori information on u in order
to recover u up to a guaranteed accuracy. We are motivated by the setting where u is a solution to
some parameter-dependent PDE of the general form

P(u, y) = 0,

where P is a differential operator and y is a vector of parameters that describes some physical
property and lives in a given set Y ⊂ R

p. Therefore, our prior on u is that it belongs to the set

M := {u(y) ∈ V : y ∈ Y}, (2.3)

which is sometimes referred to as the solution manifold. The performance of a recovery mapping A
is usually quantified in two ways:
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• If the sole prior information is that u belongs to the manifold M, the performance is usually
measured by the worst case reconstruction error

Ewc(A,M) = sup
u∈M

‖u−A(PWmu)‖ .

• In some cases u is described by a probability distribution p on V supported on M. This
distribution is itself induced by a probability distribution on Y that is assumed to be known.
In this Bayesian-type setting, the performance is usually measured in an average sense through
the mean-square error

E2
ms(A,M) = E

(
‖u−A(PWmu)‖2

)
=

∫

V

‖u−A(PWmu)‖2dp(u) ,

and it naturally follows that Ems(A,M) ≤ Ewc(A,M).

2.2 Optimal reconstruction algorithms

In general, one would like to use an algorithm A that is optimal in the sense of minimizing

inf
A:Wm→V

Ewc(A,M), or inf
A:Wm→V

Ems(A,M).

However, as discussed in [15], optimal algorithms are difficult to compute and even to characterize
for general sets M. In this respect, the following is known (see [15] for further details):

• The problem of finding an algorithm A that minimizes Ewc(A,M) is called optimal recovery.
It has been extensively studied for convex sets M that are balls of smoothness classes. This
is however not the case in the current setting since the solution manifold M introduced in
(2.3) usually has a complex geometry. We know that as soon as M is bounded there is a
simple mathematical description of an optimal algorithm in terms of Chebyshev centers of
certain sets. However, this algorithm cannot be easily computed due to the geometry and high
dimensionality of the manifold.

• The problem of finding an algorithm A that minimizes Ems(A,M) falls into the scope of
bayesian or learning problems. As explained in [15], if the probability distribution on the
manifold M is Gaussian, the optimal algorithm can easily be characterized and computed.
However, the assumption on a Gaussian distribution is very strong and will not hold in general
so finding a computable optimal algorithm in the mean-square sense is also an open problem.

These theoretical difficulties motivate the search for suboptimal yet fast and good recovery algo-
rithms. One vehicle for this has been to build linear recovery algorithms A ∈ L(Wm, V ) using
reduced modeling techniques. However, since in general it is not clear that linear algorithms will be
optimal, it is interesting to explore the advantage of reconstructing with computationally affordable
nonlinear algorithms. In this work, we explore the performance of two different types of nonlinear
algorithms which we introduce next. Unfortunately, they do not come with any theoretical guar-
antee of its superiority with respect to classical linear methods so we compare their performance
with respect to classical linear algorithms in a non trivial example: the reconstruction of the blood
velocity in an artery from a Doppler ultrasound image.

Remark 2.1. Note that in the present setting the measurement space Wm is fixed and we will adhere
to this assumption in the rest of the paper. This is reasonable since usually the nature and location of
the sensors is fixed according to physical and financial constraints and also following the experience
of the experts. A different, yet related problem, is to optimize the choice of the measurement space
Wm. Two works on this topic involving greedy algorithms are [16, 17].

2.3 Linear and nonlinear algorithms using reduced modeling

Reduced models are a family of methods that produce each a hierarchy of spaces (Vn)n≥1 that
approximate the solution manifold well in the sense that

εn := sup
u∈M

dist(u, Vn) , or δ2n := E
(
dist(u, Vn)

2)

decays rapidly as n grows for certain classes of PDEs. Several methods exist to build these spaces
among which stand the reduced basis method (see [18]), the (Generalized) Empirical Interpolation
Method (see [19, 8, 16]), Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and low-rank methods (see [20, 21]).
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Linear reconstruction algorithms that make use of reduced spaces Vn are the Generalized Em-
pirical Interpolation Method (GEIM) introduced in [8] and further analyzed in [9, 16] and the
Parametrized Background Data-Weak Approach (PBDW) introduced in [13] and further analyzed in
[22]. Note that some modified versions have been proposed to address measurement noise (see, e.g.,
[11, 23]) and other recovery algorithms involving reduced modelling have also been recently proposed
(see [12]).

Our nonlinear algorithms are built upon PBDW so we will first recall it before introducing
the nonlinear extensions. We present a simple error analysis which helps to understand the main
mechanisms driving the reconstruction quality.

2.3.1 PBDW, a linear recovery algorithm

Given a measurement space Wm and a reduced model Vn with 1 ≤ n ≤ m, the PBDW algorithm

A(pbdw)
m,n : Wm → V

gives for any ω ∈ Wm a solution of
min

u=w+W⊥

dist(u, Vn).

Denoting

β(X,Y ) := inf
x∈X

sup
y∈Y

〈x, y〉

‖x‖ ‖y‖
= inf

x∈X

‖PY x‖

‖x‖
∈ [0, 1] (2.4)

for any pair of closed subspaces (X,Y ) of V , the above optimization problem has a unique minimizer

A(pbdw)
m,n (ω) = u∗

m,n(w) := argmin
u=w+W⊥

dist(u, Vn). (2.5)

as soon as n ≤ m and β(Vn,Wm) > 0. We adhere to these two assumptions in the following.
As proven in appendix A, an explicit expression of u∗

m,n(w) is

u∗
m,n(w) = v∗m,n(w) + w − PWmv∗m,n(w) (2.6)

with
v∗m,n(w) =

(
PVn|Wm

PWm|Vn

)−1
PVn|Wm

(w), (2.7)

where, for any pair of closed subspaces (X,Y ) of V , PX|Y : Y → X is the orthogonal projection into
X restricted to Y . The invertibility of the operator PVn|Wm

PWm|Vn
is guaranteed under the above

conditions.
Formula (2.6) shows thatA

(pbdw)
n is a bounded linear map fromWm to Vn⊕(Wm∩V ⊥

n ). Depending
on whether Vn is built to address the worst case or mean square error, the reconstruction performance
is bounded by

e(wc, pbdw)
m,n = Ewc(A

(pbdw)
m,n ,M) ≤ β−1(Vn,Wm) εn, (2.8)

or

e(ms, pbdw)
m,n = Ems(A

(pbdw)
m,n ,M) := E

(
‖u−A(PBDW )

n (PWmu)‖2
)1/2

≤ β−1(Vn,Wm) δn, (2.9)

Note that β(Vn,Wm) can be understood as a stability constant. It can also be interpreted as the
cosine of the angle between Vn and Wm.

An important observation is that for a fixed measurement space Wm, the errors e
(wc, pbdw)
m,n and

e
(ms, pbdw)
m,n reach a minimal value e

(wc, pbdw)
m,n∗

wc
and e

(ms, pbdw)
m,n∗

ms
as the dimension n varies from 1 to m.

This behavior is due to the trade-off between the increase of the approximation properties of Vn as n
grows and the degradation of the stability of the algorithm, given here by the decrease of β(Vn,Wm)
to 0 as n → m. As a result, the best reconstruction performance with PBDW is given by

e
(wc, pbdw)
m,n∗

wc
= min

1≤n≤m
e(wc, pbdw)
m,n , or e

(ms, pbdw)
m,n∗

ms
= min

1≤n≤m
e(ms, pbdw)
m,n .

2.3.2 Two nonlinear reconstruction algorithms

Taking PBDW as a starting point, we next describe two different strategies to build nonlinear
algorithms. They all incorporate an affine extension of PBDW that we explain next.

Affine PBDW: A first simple step towards building a nonlinear algorithm is to formulate an
affine version of PBDW where, given an average or nominal state ū ∈ V , we reconstruct with its
equivalent affine version, which reads

A(aff)
m,n (w) := argmin

u∈w+W⊥

dist(u, ū+ Vn). (2.10)
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Proceeding similarly as before, for a given u ∈ M, the error is bounded by (see [15])

‖u−A(aff)
m,n (w)‖ ≤ β−1(Vn,W ) dist(u, ū+ Vn) (2.11)

and
e(wc, aff)
m,n := Ewc(A

(aff)
m,n ,M) ≤ β−1(Vn,Wm) ε(aff)

n , (2.12)

or

e(ms, pbdw)
m,n := Ems(A

(aff)
m,n ,M) := E

(
‖u−A(aff)

m,n (PWmu)‖2
)1/2

≤ β−1(Vn,Wm) δ(aff)
n , (2.13)

where
ε(aff)
n := sup

u∈M
dist(u, ū+ Vn) , or (δ(aff)

n )2 := E
(
dist(u, ū+ Vn)

2)

In the following, to simplify notation, we will use εn and δn to denote either the error in the linear
PBDW or its affine version since the reasoning and the estimates that will be derived next have the
same form.

Partition of M: Our first strategy stems from the fact that the approximation errors (εn)n or
(δn)n provided by reduced basis may not always decrease rapidly to zero (the Kolmogorov n-width
of M may decrease slowly). However, the physical structure of the problem could give a natural
decomposition of the manifold M into different subdomains M(k) that are better adapted for model
reduction in the sense that the errors (ε

(k)
n )n or (δ

(k)
n )n may decrease faster. This happens for example

if we work in an application for which is possible to know exactly a subset of entries in y for any
target u(y), say y ∈ R

p (with p < p). Given y and a data-base generated from the governing PDE
P (u, y) we may produce a disjoint union of K subsets Y(k) which yields a decomposition of M into

subsets M(k) = u(Y(k)). We can thus build reduced models (V
(k)
n )n=1 for each subset M(k) and

then reconstruct with the linear or affine PBDW. Proceeding similarly as in the previous section,
the reconstruction performance on subset M(k) is

e(wc, pbdw, k)
m,n = Ewc(A

(pbdw)
m,n ,M(k)) ≤ β−1(V (k)

n ,Wm) ε(k)n ,

or

e(ms, pbdw, k)
m,n = Ems(A

(pbdw)
m,n ,M(k)) := E

(
‖u−A(PBDW )

m,n (PWmu)‖2
)1/2

≤ β−1(V (k)
n ,Wm) δ(k)n .

The best reconstruction performance for M(k) is thus

e
(wc, pbdw, k)

m,n∗
wc(k)

= min
1≤n≤m

e(wc, pbdw, k)
m,n , or e

(ms, pbdw, k)

m,n∗
ms(k)

= min
1≤n≤m

e(ms, pbdw, k)
m,n .

It follows that the performance in M = ∪K
k=1M

(k) is

e(wc, pbdw)
m = max

1≤n≤m
e
(ms, pbdw, k)

m,n∗
ms(k)

, or e
(ms, pbdw, k)

m,n∗
ms(k)

=

K∑

k=1

ωke
(ms, pbdw, k)

m,n∗
ms(k)

,

where ωk = p(u ∈ M(k)).
Data-based reduced models: The second strategy, originally introduced in [14], is motivated

by the observation that the reduced models Vn or V
(k)
n of the previous approaches are built inde-

pendently of the given measurement space Wm. This may lead to stability issues that will manifest
via very small values of β(Vn,Wm) > 0 for any dimension n. As a result, even if Vn might have very

good approximation properties (εn or δn — resp. ε
(k)
n or δ

(k)
n — decrease rapidly with n), the recon-

struction performance e
(wc, pbdw)
m,n∗

wc
or e

(ms, pbdw)
m,n∗

ms
might be poor because β(Vn,Wm) may decrease very

fast to 0 as n → m. This motivates to adapt the construction of Vn to the given measurement space
Wm or, even more, to adapt Vn to the given measurement observation ω ∈ Wm. In our numerical
tests, we follow the approach of [14] and, for a given ω ∈ Wm, we build a data-driven Vn(ω) with a
greedy algorithm that we explain next. Once this reduced model has been computed, we reconstruct
with the data-driven affine version of PBDW,

A(dd)
m,n(w) := argmin

u∈w+W⊥

dist(u, ū+ Vn(w)), (2.14)

where the difference with respect to (2.10) is that now Vn depends on ω. The reconstruction perfor-
mance of this algorithm is bounded by

e(wc, dd)
m,n = Ewc(A

(dd)
m,n ,M) ≤ sup

u∈M
β−1(Vn(PWmu),W ) dist(u, ū+ Vn(PWmu)),
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in the worst case setting. Similarly as before, e
(wc, dd)
m,n reaches a minimum e

(wc, dd)
m,n∗

(dd)
when n varies

from 1 to m. Since Vn is now adapted to the measurement observations, we expect that the current
algorithm performs better than its classical linear counterpart.

We now recall the OMP greedy algorithm from [14] that we use. Let

D := {v = u/‖u‖ : u ∈ M}

be the set of normalized functions from M. If ū = 0, the first element ϕ1 is chosen as

ϕ1 ∈ argmax
v∈D

|〈w, v〉| (2.15)

For n > 1, given Vn = span{ϕ1, . . . , ϕn}, we select

ϕn+1 ∈ argmax
v∈D

∣∣∣∣
〈
w − PPWm

Vnw,
PWmv

‖PWmv‖

〉∣∣∣∣ (2.16)

where PWmVn = span{PWmϕ1, . . . , PWmϕn}. We set Vn+1 = span{Vn, ϕn+1}.
Note that all operations in this algorithm are done in the space Wm. Hence we can do all

calculations in R
m, which makes this algorithm be very fast since it does not involve computations

with functions from the whole space V .
In the case ū 6= 0, we introduce w̄ = PWm ū and the shifted set

δūD =

{
v =

u− ū

‖u− ū‖
: u ∈ M

}
.

Now it suffices to apply the previous greedy algorithm to the target function w− w̄ instead of w and
do the search over δūD instead of D.

3 Application: Reconstruction of 3D blood velocity fields

from Doppler ultrasound images

We apply the above described methodology to reconstruct a 3D blood velocity field on a human
carotid artery from Doppler ultrasound images. The images are synthetically generated and the use
of data from real patients is differed to a future work. The main goal of the tests is twofold:

1. First and foremost, we aim to show that our methods give a good reconstruction accuracy in
the 3D field and relevant quantities of interest and have thus potential to be used in diagnoses.
Thanks to the use of reduced-models, the computing time for the reconstruction is very short
and can be done in real-time.

2. Second, we aim to compare in a non trivial application the reconstruction performance between
the classical PBDW, the nonlinear method involving a partition in M and the data-driven affine
PBDW. As explained below, the problem is time-dependent and has a very specific temporal
behavior dictated by the systole and the diastole of the cardiac cycle. This, together with other
factors that we introduce next, yields a natural partition of M = ∪K

k=1M
(k) which we exploit

to build reduced spaces Vn
(k) for each M(k).

The section is organized are follows. First, we present the parameter-dependent model that will
define the manifold M on which we will rely to compute different reduced models. Second, we
explain how to define a measurement space Wm from a Doppler velocity image. Finally, we present
results on the comparison of the different methods based on their reconstruction performance.

3.1 The model: incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

Let Ω be a spatial bounded domain of R3 with the shape of a human carotid artery as given in Figure
1. The boundary Γ := ∂Ω is the union of the inlet part Γi where the blood in entering the domain,
the outlets Γo,1 and Γo,2 where the blood is exiting the domain after a bifurcation, and the walls Γw.

We consider the following incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) on Ω and over the time
interval [0, T ] for T > 0. For a fluid with density ρ ∈ R

+ and dynamic viscosity µ ∈ R
+, we search

for all t ∈ [0, T ] the couple (u(t), p(t)) ∈ [H1(Ω)]3 ×H1(Ω) of velocity and pressure such that




ρ
∂u

∂t
(t) + ρu(t)∇u(t)− µ∆u(t) +∇p(t) = 0, in Ω

∇ · u = 0, in Ω.
(3.1)

These equations are closed by adding a zero initial condition and the following boundary conditions:
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Γ1

o
<latexit sha1_base64="EpbOQx7iNsorZTiig+3uEj0/2Xc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EpbOQx7iNsorZTiig+3uEj0/2Xc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EpbOQx7iNsorZTiig+3uEj0/2Xc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EpbOQx7iNsorZTiig+3uEj0/2Xc=">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</latexit>

Γi
<latexit sha1_base64="dNbNPlDvSTAc5sM4LGYPBJrBQU8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dNbNPlDvSTAc5sM4LGYPBJrBQU8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dNbNPlDvSTAc5sM4LGYPBJrBQU8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dNbNPlDvSTAc5sM4LGYPBJrBQU8=">AAAEKnicfVPbTtwwEDWkF9hegPaxL24XpAohtEHq7aEVopXggbYUlQV1s1pNHG+w8CVyHGBr5S/62n5Bv6ZvqK/9kE6yoQK2wnLkk5kztufMOM6kyF2nczY1Hdy4eev2zGzrzt179+fmFx50c1NYxveYkcYexJBzKTTfc8JJfpBZDiqWfD8+elv594+5zYXRn90o430FqRZDwcCh6ctitAlKwUAsDubbndVOPegkCBvQJs3YGSwErSgxrFBcOyYhz3thJ3N9D9YJJnnZioqcZ8COIOU9hBoUz/u+vnJJl9CS0KGx+GlHa+vFCA8qz0cqRqYCd5hf9VXG//l6hRu+7Huhs8JxzcYHDQtJnaFV/jQRljMnRwiAWYF3pewQLDCHKrUubaXApkK/fs5U36fcKO7sqERKZs2xSDgzqJxOfARxXvbCvo8kKu3aYWSrtaSzlC7RLmBmFClGFs5MBmtjVRPdbaKrtayDP6ATJmMsT0ofOX7qat189Y96a37yj7K1W2ANkIoLbo3dcSISlMx3Vp8pVaIudBuNQLeMFV+xBCDphtHC4XHvONbT8veo7ceMW3DGLmOWNlVCl1jfNFqp0HVEOD0nIrqGKPSwIVboGmJeZA2xQpfq5E/HPXVRgOVoGzIJDHOvWsRkvowe1zAWOopF6qwAnUpeb9Zaogkfohz0iI+0cfy8H8fWsciphdGg8Zd+d3Oj9K/WVupZtvD1hFffyiTorq2GiD+ttdffNO9ohjwiT8hTEpIXZJ1skR2yRxjR5Bv5Tn4EP4NfwVnwe0ydnmpiHpJLI/jzF0E8aFQ=</latexit>

Γw
<latexit sha1_base64="rpQgxRGvRAgBj0ReJhnijPm8h8E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rpQgxRGvRAgBj0ReJhnijPm8h8E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rpQgxRGvRAgBj0ReJhnijPm8h8E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rpQgxRGvRAgBj0ReJhnijPm8h8E=">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</latexit>

Figure 1: Domain Ω used in the simulations. Note the small stenosis in the upper part of the bifurcation.
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Figure 2: The function g(t) for the inlet boundary condition.

• Boundary conditions:

– No-slip condition for the vessel wall, that is, u = (0, 0, 0)T on Γw.

– The inlet boundary Γi lies in the xz plane and we apply a Dirichlet condition for the
velocity with a function b(t, x, z) = u0 g(t)f(x, z), where:

∗ u0 ∈ R
+ is an scaling factor. The function g(t) is built by interpolating experimental

flow data in the common carotid area taken in [24]. Its behavior is given in Figure 2.

∗ The function f is a 2D logit-normal distribution

f(x) =
1

x(1− x)z(1− z)
exp

{
−0.5

(
log

(
x

1− x

)
− s

)2

− 0.5

(
log

(
z

1− z

))2
}
,

(3.2)
where the parameter, s ∈ R

+, controls the axial symmetry of the inlet flow.

– For the outlet boundaries Γo,1 and Γo,2, we use the so-called Windkessel model (see [25]),
which gives the average pressure over each Γo,k,

p̄o,k = pkd +Rk
p

∫

Γo,k

u · n, k = 1, 2

where pkd ∈ R is called distal pressure and is the solution to the ordinary differential
equation: 



Ck

d

dpkd
dt

+
pkd
Rd

=
∫
Γo,k

u · n

pkd(t = 0) = pd,k given.
(3.3)

This model aims to represent the cardiovascular system behavior beyond the boundaries
of the working domain with a minimal increase in the computational cost. It is based
on an analogy between flow and pressure with current and voltage in electricity. This is
the reason why Ck

d is called distant capacitance and Rk
p and Rk

d are respectively called
proximal and distant resistances. These three parameters are positive real numbers.

For the numerical solution of 3.1, we use the FeLiSCe library developped at Inria. We use a
monolithic approach in which velocity and pressure are discretized in space with P1 − P1 Lagrange
finite finite elements. Standard SUPG stabilization is used. Time is discretized with a semi-implicit
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scheme with time-step δt = 2 · 10−3s. An explicit scheme is used to numerically solve the ODE on
the distal pressure in the Windkessel model. In addition, a backflow stabilization is added in order
to address potential instabilities in the outlet boundaries (see, e.g., [26]).

Remark 3.1. Note that one could use more sophisticated models involving, for instance, fluid-
structure interactions or more refined Winkessel models for the pressure. Our present model is a
trade-off between its degree of realism and the difficulty and time to solve it. We refer to [25] for a
detailed overview of cardiovascular modeling.

Now that the model has been introduced, let us define the manifold of solutions that we consider
in our numerical experiments. We set the following coefficients to a fixed value





ρ = 1 g/cm3

µ = 0.03 Poise

Ck
d = 1.6× 10−5 for k = 1, 2

Rk
p = 7501.5 for k = 1, 2

pkd = 1.06× 105 for k = 1, 2

R1
d = 60012

(3.4)

We introduce the ratio of the distal resistances for the Windkessel model at the outlets of the
geometry

η := R1
d/R

2
d = 6001.2/R2

d

and we define the heart rate as

HR := 60/Tc,

where Tc > 0 is the cardiac cycle duration.

Our manifold M is generated by the variations of the six following parameters





t ∈ [0, T ]

HR ∈ [48, 120]

s ∈ [0, 2]

Tsis ∈ [0.2863, 0.3182] s.

u0 ∈ [17, 20] cm/s

η ∈ [0.05, 0.2] ∪ [0.5, 1.5] ∪ [5, 20]

(3.5)

Note that the time t is also seen as a parameter. The parameter set is thus

Y = {(t,HR, s, Tsis, u0, η) ∈ R
6 : t ∈ [0, T ], HR ∈ [48, 120], s ∈ [0, 0.2], . . . } ⊂ R

6

and the manifold of solutions is

M := {u(y) ∈ [H1(Ω)]3 : y ∈ Y}.

At this point, several comments are in order:

• Note that we only consider velocities in the manifold because we are only interested in re-
constructing the velocity field in this work. By proceeding analogously, we can consider the
manifold of velocity and pressure pairs and reconstruct the pressure too. However, note that
usually the pressure cannot be measured with non invasive methods in an artery so its re-
construction is a more involved task and it requires some specific developments which we will
address in a forthcoming work.

• For each y ∈ Y, the velocity u(y) is a function of [H1(Ω)]3. In the following, we will view it as
a function from

V := [L2(Ω)]3,

which, endowed with the inner product,

〈(v1, v2, v3), (w1, w2, w3)〉 :=
3∑

i=1

〈vi, wi〉L2(Ω), ∀(v, w) ∈ [L2(Ω)]3,

defines a Hilbert space.
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• Since the time variable has been included as a parameter, a simple way to build nonlin-
ear reduced models is to set a window parameter τ > 0 and consider the subset M(k) =
M[tk−τ,tk+τ ] ⊂ M, where t is restricted to the interval [tk − τ, tk + τ ] of size 2τ centered
around a given time tk. We can then build reduced models to reconstruct this specific time
interval. As we will see in the numerical experiments, this strategy is very effective in our
problem because the velocity presents two regimes given by the systole and diastole periods.

• The computation of reduced models involves a discrete training subset M̃train ⊂ M which, in
the experiments below, involves #M̃train = 78528 snapshots u(y). The parameters are chosen
from a uniform random distribution and we only save the solutions during the second cardiac
cycle of each simulation.

• For the purposes of illustrating the potential of the method for diagnoses, the notion of sickness
will be understood in the following way.

Definition 1 (Sick patient). We say that the output of the simulation corresponds to a healthy
patient when η ∈ [0.5, 1.5]. Outside of this range, simulations correspond to sick patients.

We thus have

M = Mhealthy ∪Msick

with Mhealthy := Mη∈[0.5,1.5] and Msick = Mη∈[0.05,0.2]∪[5,20].

3.2 Measurements

At every time t ∈ [0, T ], we are given a Doppler ultrasound image that contains information on
the blood velocity on a sub-domain of the carotid. From the image, we extract the measurement
observations ℓi(u) that we will use to build a complete time-dependent 3D reconstruction of the
blood velocity in the whole carotid Ω. As already brought up, the use of reduced-models will allow
that the reconstructions are done in real-time.

Depending on the technology of the ultrasound device, there are two different types of velocity
images. In most cases, ultrasound machines give a scalar mapping which is the projection of the
velocity along the direction n of the ultasound probe. This mapping is called color flow image (CFI,
see Figure 3(a)). In more modern devices, it is possible to get a 2D vector flow image corresponding
to the projection of the velocity into the plane. This mapping is called vector flow image (VFI, see
Figure 3(b)). For both imaging modes, the velocity is estimated by some time averaging techniques
(we refer to [27] for further details).

(a) Color flow image (CFI) (b) Vector flow image (VFI)

Figure 3: Velocity image of the common carotid bifurcation.

In the following, we work with an idealized version of CFI images. For each time t, a given image
is a local average in space of the velocity projected into the direction in which the ultrasound probe
is steered. More specifically, we consider a partition of Ω = ∪m

i=1Ωi into m disjoint subdomains
(voxels) Ωi. Then, from each CFI image we collect

ℓi(u) =

∫

Ωi

u · n dΩi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, (3.6)
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where n is a unitary vector giving the direction of the ultrasound beam. From (3.6), it follows that
the Riesz representers of the ℓi in V are simply

ωi = χΩi
n,

where χi denotes the characteristic function of the set Ωi. Thus the measurement space is

Wm = Wm
(CFI) := span{ωi}

m
i=1.

Since the voxels Ωi are disjoint from each other, the functions {ωi}
m
i=1 are orthogonal and therefore

having a CFI image is equivalent to having

ω = PWmu =
m∑

i=1

〈ωi, u〉ωi =
m∑

i=1

ℓi(u)ωi. (3.7)

Remark 3.2. The case of VFI images can be treated similarly. This imaging mode gives 2m mea-
surements

ℓi(u) =

∫

Ωi

u · n dΩi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

and ∫

Ωi

u · n⊥ dΩi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

where n is again a unitary vector giving the direction of the ultrasound beam and n⊥ is the unitary
vector perpendicular to the bean and contained in the image plane. Therefore, Wm

(V FI) = Wm
(CFI)⊕

span{χΩi
n⊥}

m
i=1 which is a space of dimension 2m. This clearly shows that the additional direction

n⊥ enriches the quality of the measurements in the sense that for any u ∈ V , the approximation
error ‖u − PWmu‖ will be smaller with the VFI mode than with the CFI one. As a result, the CFI
mode which we consider in our examples is a more challenging case since the measurements contain
less information.

3.3 Reconstruction on a first example with healthy patients

To validate our method, we first consider a simple example where we only work with healthy patients,
so the manifold is Mhealthy. CFI mode allows us to define a measurement space Wm of dimension
m = 552 (whereas for VFI, m = 1104) following the guidelines of section 3.2. As a result, each
image can be seen as an observation ω ∈ Wm (see Figure 4). Our training set is composed of

#M̃train = 56383 snapshots which have been generated from a set of 297 healthy patients. The
performance of the algorithms is tested on a test set M̃test of 32 healthy patients.

Figure 4: Example of synthetic CFI measures used in first example. The image leads to an space Wm of
dimension m = 552

Using the training set of snapshots, we build the following reconstruction algorithms:

1. Linear PBDW: We build the linear spaces Vn from a classical singular value decomposition of
the set M̃train.

2. Nonlinear algorithm with manifold partitioning: In real medical examinations, the heart rate
HR of the patient and the time t in which the ultrasound image is taken are known. We exploit
this fact to decompose M̃train into K = IJ subsets

M̃train =
⋃

k=(i,j)
(i,j)∈{1,...,I}×{1,...,J}

M̃(k), (3.8)
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where, for each k = (i, j) in {1, . . . , I} × {1, . . . , J},

M̃(k) = {u ∈ M̃train : t ∈ [ti − τ, ti + τ ], HR ∈ [HRj − δHR,HRj + δHR]}. (3.9)

After an extensive error benchmark for the subset sizes τ and δHR we concluded that it is
convenient to take in our tests, τ = Tc/10 and δHR = 5 beats per minute.

For each subset M̃(k) of the partition, we build in an offline phase a reduced model. Two
constructions have been tested:

• A classical singular value decomposition of M̃(k).

• A classical greedy algorithm: for n = 1, we set V
(k)
1 = span{u

(k)
1 } with

u
(k)
1 =

1

#M̃(k)

∑

u∈M̃(k)

‖u‖.

For n > 1, we select
u(k)
n ∈ argmax

u∈M̃(k)

‖u− PVn−1u‖,

and set V
(k)
n = span{V

(k)
n−1, u

(k)
n }.

During the online reconstruction, given t and HR, we select the appropriate subset M̃(k) that
includes t and HR and reconstruct with a linear PBDW with the reduced model corresponding
to M̃(k).

3. Data-driven nonlinear algorithm: Since each CFI image can be seen as an observation ω ∈ Wm,
we run the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit algorithm of section 2.3.2 to build Vn(ω) and do the
reconstruction. Note that the greedy search has to be done online since we need the knowledge
of the measurement. To speed-up computations, instead searching in the whole training set

δūD̃ =

{
v =

u− ū

‖u− ū‖
: u ∈ M̃train

}
,

we restrict the search to the partition

δūD̃
(k) =

{
v =

u− ū

‖u− ū‖
: u ∈ M̃(k)

}
.

For each patient u ∈ M̃test, we compute the average reconstruction error over the whole second
cardiac cycle

e(u,An,m) =

(∫ 2Tc

Tc
‖u(t)−Am,n(PWmu(t))‖2dt

∫ 2Tc

Tc
‖u(t)‖2dt

)1/2

(3.10)

where Am,n(PWmu) denotes any of the above four reconstruction algorithms. We also consider the
error in time

e(t, u, Am,n) =
‖u(t)−Am,n(PWmu(t))‖

(∫ 2Tc

Tc
‖u‖2dt

)1/2 (3.11)

Note that in both formulas we have divided by the total energy in the cardiac cycle
(∫ 2Tc

Tc
‖u(t)‖2dt

)1/2
.

Figures 5(a) to 5(d) give the reconstruction errors e(u,An,m) as a function of the dimension n of

Vn and for patients u ∈ M̃test. The results are presented in the form of box plots to show the small
deviations of the error around the mean value. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) give the average and worst
case performance of the four methods,

eav(An,m) =
∑

u∈M̃test

e(u,An,m), ewc(An,m) = max
u∈M̃test

e(u,An,m).

Note that as n increases, the error decreases for all methods, except perhaps for the OMP approach
where the error tends to stagnate for large values of n. This could be due to the fact that OMP
heavily relies on the measurement information, which, in the present application, might not deliver
enough information to learn reduced models Vn(ω) that improve the accuracy as n grows. We also
see from the figure that the nonlinear method based on POD with windowing outperforms the rest
in the sense that delivers a given target accuracy with a smaller dimension n of the reduced model.
For instance, if we fix a target accuracy on the average performance to 10−2, we see that the linear
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Figure 5: Reconstruction error e(u,An,m) for patients u ∈ M̃test in first example. The box-plots shows
a regular distribution of the data for the 4 basis construction methods.
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Figure 6: Benchmark for first numerical example. The accuracy is evaluated using the error 3.10
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Figure 7: Average error comparison for test case described in section 3.3. The benchmark shows the
temporal evolution of the quantity 3.11 during the cardiac cycle. The dimension of Vn is set to 30.

PBDW with POD requires 40 modes to achieve it, PG requires 20, OMP requires 17 and POD with
windowing requires only 10 (see Figure 6(a)).

We next fix n = 30 and study the error in time e(t, u, Am,30) on Figure 7. We observe that the
reconstruction tends to be better during the late diastole phase of the cardiac cycle. This is probably
due to the fact that the flow acceleration is much slower in this period, hence easier to compress in
a reduced model.

As discussed in section 2.3, the inf-sup constant β(Vn,Wm) might yield to stability issues when
n → m since its value tends to zero (see equations (2.12) and (2.13)). Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show
its behavior for the four methods during the systole and diastole period. We observe that the four
methods performs similarly in terms of stability for the peak systole reconstruction. For the diastole
phase, we observe that the inf-sup constant in OMP performs slightly worse than the rest. We think
that this could be due to the fact that the measurement space Wm is not rich enough to allow OMP
to properly learn reduced models when n becomes large.
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Figure 8: Behavior of β(Vn,Wm) as a function of n.

3.4 Application to blockage detection

In this example we illustrate that even when the Doppler images do not give information on the whole
carotid, we can nevertheless reconstruct the velocity field in the whole domain with our methodology.
This is important for actual practice since doctors do not have images in the whole carotid due to
morphological constraints. We also show in our example that the method has potential to efficiently
estimate in real time relevant quantities of interest.

We illustrate these ideas in the following example: we consider the same setting as before but
now the Doppler image does not provide information about the flow in the carotid bifurcations.
Therefore, the image does not see the flow split in the common carotid downstream (see Figure 9).
In this example we have tested the impact of working with CFI or VFI images.
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Figure 9: Synthetic CFI for the case of a blockage. Note that the image does not capture the flow after
the bifurcation.

We train our reconstruction methods on a training set M̃train containing sick and healthy patients.
Here, we only work with our two nonlinear algorithms:

1. the PBDW method with the same partition of the training set as in the previous example and
with reduced models generated with SVD,

2. the data-driven OMP approach.

Figure 10 shows the average and worst case errors

eav(An,m) =
∑

u∈M̃test

e(u,An,m), ewc(An,m) = max
u∈M̃test

e(u,An,m),

as a function of the dimension n of Vn. Like in the previous example, both methods are delivering
a very satisfactory accuracy: the average error is below 5.10−2 for both methods for all values of n.
The method consisting in a partition of the manifold outperforms OMP.
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Figure 10: Average and worst reconstruction errors as a function of n.

We next show that the method is efficient to assist in the detection of blockages that may cause
severe health problems like a stroke. Since a blockage alters the distribution of the velocity field after
the bifurcation, a quantity of interest that could serve as a clinical index is the ratio

r =
Q2(tpeak)

Q1(tpeak)
(3.12)

where

Qi(t) :=

∫

Γi
o

u(t) · n

is the blood flow at the outlet Γi
o, i = 1, 2, and tpeak is the peak systole instant. Figure 11 shows

the evolution of Qi(t) in time for a sick patient and its approximation with our two reconstruction
methods. We observe that, regardless of the image format (CFI or VFI), both methods deliver very
satisfactory predictions of the flow.

In Figure 12, we compare the value of the exact ratio r with the reconstructed one for sick and
healthy patients u ∈ M̃test.
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Figure 11: Comparison of simulated and reconstructed flow at the outlets of the domain.

To define a threshold ratio r∗ to decide whether the patient has arterial blockage or not, we can
take the average of the flow ratios between the healthier of the patients in the sick group and the
sicker of the patients in the healthy group, namely,

r∗ :=
minv∈M̃sick

r(v) + maxu∈M̃healthy
r(u)

2
(3.13)

where r(u) denotes the flow ratio associated to the velocity field u, as defined in 3.12. In our data-
base, we obtain, r∗ = 1.25, so any patient for which r > 1.25 will be considered as presenting high
blockage risk. Note that the approximation is very close to the real value for moderate values of
r regardless of the image modality. However, we tend to overestimate the value for r > 1.7. In
presence of a blockage, r becomes significantly larger than one so the overestimation is by far more
preferable than an underestimation. Indeed, the overestimation makes our method conservative and,
in the worst case, we will conclude with a false positive. However, the method will not lead to a false
negative diagnosis, which would leave a sick patient without treatment/surgery.
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Figure 12: Flow ratio reconstructed for blockage detection. In this test the number of modes is fixed to
30.

Last but not least, Figure 13 shows an illustration of the reconstruction with our methods for
a CFI and VFI Doppler image. From left to right, we see the exact flow, the Doppler image (CFI
or VFI), the reconstruction with the POD with windowing and with OMP. Note that visually the
reconstruction looks practically identical to the exact flow.
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(a) CFI case

(b) VFI case

Figure 13: Reconstruction example for blockage case. From left to right, we see the target, the ideal
image, the reconstruction with POD and the one with OMP.
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4 Conclusions and perspectives

A comparison between different reconstruction methods to estimate flow velocity field starting from
Doppler ultrasound images were proposed. A particular focus was put on the basis construction and
we have explored the potential of nonlinear algorithms with respect to the classical linear PBDW
method. The numerical tests were synthetically generated and mimic a real context in medical
applications. From the numerical experiments it follows that a simple POD basis is not an optimal
choice: this is primarily due to the fact that there are different flow regimes and patterns in a cardiac
cycle and for different heart beat rates. The nonlinear reconstruction method built by POD with a
partition in the parameters that are a priori known outperforms all the other bases choices, and it
is a good trade off between simplicity and efficiency (the accuracy is in some cases even ten times
better than a simple POD). The results give solid numerical evidence of the potential of the method
as tool to assist in medical diagnoses. A current line of investigation is how to deal with realistic,
noisy and time delayed measurements.
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A Explicit expression of u
∗
m,n(w), the function given by

the linear PBDW algorithm

Let X and Y be two finite dimensional subspaces of V . In the following, the map

PX|Y : Y → X

y 7→ PXy

denotes the orthogonal projection into X restricted to Y .

Lemma A.1. Let Wm and Vn be an observation space and a reduced basis of dimension n ≤ m such
that β(Vn,Wm) > 0. Then the linear PBDW algorithm is given by

u∗
n(w) = w + v∗n − PW v∗n, (A.1)

with

v∗n =
(
PVn|Wm

PWm|Vn

)−1
PVn|Wm

(w). (A.2)

Proof. By formula (2.5), u∗
n(w) is a minimizer of

min
u∈w+Wm

⊥

dist(u, Vn)
2 = min

u∈w+Wm
⊥

min
v∈Vn

‖u− v‖2

= min
v∈Vn

min
η∈Wm

⊥

‖w + η − v‖2

= min
v∈Vn

‖w − v − PWm
⊥(w − v)‖2

= min
v∈Vn

‖w − v + PWm
⊥(v)‖2

= min
v∈Vn

‖w − PWm(v)‖2.

The last minimization problem is a classical least squares optimization. Any minimizer v∗n ∈ Vn

satisfies the normal equations

P ∗
Wm|Vn

w = P ∗
Wm|Vn

PWm|Vn
v∗n,

where P ∗
Wm|Vn

: Vn → Wm is the adjoint operator of PWm|Vn
. Note that P ∗

Wm|Vn
is well defined since

β(Vn,Wm) = minv∈Vn ‖PWm|Vn
v‖/‖v‖ > 0, which implies that PWm|Vn

is injective and thus admits
an adjoint. Furthermore, since for any w ∈ Wm and v ∈ Vn, 〈v, w〉 = 〈PWm|Vn

v, w〉 = 〈v, PVn|Wm
w〉,

it follows that P ∗
Wm|Vn

= PVn|Wm
, which finally yields that the unique solution of the least squares

problem is

v∗n =
(
PVn|Wm

PWm|Vn

)−1
PVn|Wm

w.

Therefore u∗
n = w + η∗

n = w + v∗n − PWmv∗n.
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